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Abstract. Adaptation in context-aware ubiquitous environments and adaptive 
systems is becoming more and more complex. Adaptations need to take into 
account information from a plethora of heterogeneous sensors, while the 
adaptation decisions often imply personalised aspects and individual 
preferences, which are likely to change over time. We present a novel concept 
for lifelong learning from sensor data streams for predictive user modelling that 
is applicable in scenarios where simpler mechanisms that rely on pre-trained 
general models fall short. With the LILOLE-Framework, we pursue an approach 
that allows ubiquitous systems to continuously learn from their users and adapt 
the system at the same time through stream-based active learning. This 
Framework can guide the development of context-aware or adaptive systems in 
form of an overall architecture. 
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1 Introduction 

Context-aware and adaptive systems promise to support users by allowing them to 
offload tasks to the system. For example context-aware ubiquitous environments 
automatically execute tasks for the users, by sensing properties about the current 
situation and inferring the users’ needs based on learned models or specified rules. 
For simple forms of adaptation, such rules can be specified manually with the help of 
tools [25, 26]. For example the task of automatically muting the phone when arriving 
at a specific location such as a meeting room can be relatively easily described by a 
rule. More complex forms of adaptations often already require the application of 
machine learning algorithms, as a manual specification of rules would be too 
complex. For example, smartphones are able to distinguish different simple activities 
like walking, running, or bicycling through activity recognition based on 
accelerometer data [5] and thus they are able to adapt their user interface to the 
current activity of the user. In order to enable such devices to recognise specific 
activities, usually machine-learning classifiers are trained with labelled data collected 
from a number of users. However, even with these relatively simple machine-learning 
problems, the generalisability of the learned models to new users who are not part of 
the group that provided training data, is already a challenge. For example Biao and 
Intille [5] found that while some of the activities in their work could be identified well 
with “subject-independent training data“ some of the activities could be detected 



better with “subject-specific training data”. In order to optimise general activity 
recognition models for individual users, a number of different approaches have been 
developed, which try to optimise general models to specific users [23, 35]. The reason 
for relying on general models, even if they perform worse, is that the final users are 
not bothered with the effort for training a system before using it.  

However, adaptation decisions in ubiquitous environments and adaptive systems 
are becoming more and more complex, where such simplified approaches based on 
general models or their optimisation can be hardly applied. They often take a 
multiplicity of input factors like location, activities, social interactions, etc. that 
happen simultaneously in physical and electronic space. The input arrives from a 
plethora of heterogeneous sensors and the adaptation decisions often imply 
personalised aspects and individual preferences that also can change over time. An 
illustrative example is the scenario of mediating interruptions by predicting the 
interruptibility of users [10, 11, 17], where the data of numerous different sensors is 
brought together with personal interruptibility reports to predict the availability of a 
user for communication. In such scenarios, general models do not offer enough 
accuracy and thus fail to offer adequate adaptation support for various reasons, as 
reflected on by Fetter et al. [10]. In order to overcome such challenges the idea of 
lifelong learning systems for user modelling [18] was introduced. Thereby the 
approach is to collect labels for unobservable user states over a prolonged time span 
to continuously train an adaptive system. The underlying rationale is that the system 
continuously improves itself, and over time reduces the request for labels, unless 
novel situations are detected. Hence, lifelong learning aims at improving the 
prediction quality through learning personalised models while trying to keep the 
training effort for users low. 

In the following we present the LILOLE framework for lifelong learning from 
sensor data streams for predictive user modelling. The Framework can guide the 
development of context-aware or adaptive systems in form of an overall architecture. 
The Framework thereby provides a foundation for the research and development of 
systems that deliver more human-centred adaptations, by continuously learning from 
the user, while keeping the effort for the user low. In the remainder of the paper we 
motivate the LILOLE-Framework based on the analysis of the requirements and a look 
at existing machine learning approaches and the related work. We give a detailed 
description of the framework and a reference implementation. Finally, we discuss the 
results of an experiment, which applied the reference implementation to a real world 
data set and thus is able to predict the availability of individuals for instant messaging 
(IM) based on 30 different sensors. 

2 Background and Related Work  

In the following we give an introduction to the background of our work, including 
work that motivated our approach, that is related to our approach, and such that is 
incorporated in our approach.  



2.1 A Rationale for Learning Personal Models 

While machine learning at first seems an ideal candidate for learning personalised 
user models, a number of challenges hinder its broad application. As discussed by 
Webb et al. [30], the main challenges are the need for a huge amount of labelled data 
for training and the fact that learned concepts may change over time (i.e., concept 
drift). In user modelling therefore mainly two approaches can be found [37]: content-
based, and collaborative learning. In the first approach users’ past behaviour is used, 
to make prediction about their personal future behaviour. In the second approach, the 
behaviour of a group of similar behaving people is used, to make predictions for an 
individual user. Yet, both approaches only work if the concept to be learned is not 
hidden for the learning system, but is available for in-stream supervision [18]. For 
example, for a media player the songs played by a user are observable. Accordingly, 
based on meta-information like artists and genre (content-based learning) or based on 
the similar musical taste of other users (collaborative learning), the media player is 
able to recommend new songs to the user on the basis of the kind of songs the user 
played before. However, in many cases in ubiquitous computing and context-aware 
systems the concepts to be learned are hidden from the system (e.g., the users’ mood, 
interruptibility, activity), and labels need to be provided manually. Therefore, in most 
implementations, where data could not be learned from individual users, the data is 
collected from a smaller number of users and is used to build general models that later 
need to fit all users (e.g., in activity recognition, gesture recognition). From a human-
centred computing perspective, such approaches do not account for the individual 
differences of users. Accordingly, often users are forced to adapt to the system instead 
of the systems adapting to them (e.g., perform an activity in such a way, that the 
system is able to detect it). Further, as recent work has shown, such general models 
are not feasible in more complex settings. For example, when Fetter et al. [10] 
examined the performance of general vs. personal models in the context of predicting 
Instant Messaging availability of nomadic users based on a number of sensors in 
mobile settings, they found several aspects that degraded the performance of general 
models such as: the learned concept (i.e., availability) is highly personalised, and the 
variation between users was accordingly high; some features that had high predictive 
power for an individual user had a limited predictive power for other users, and thus 
were discarded; and some features that worked well in the individual models even had 
contradictory information for other users when used in general models. Our approach 
accounts for these challenges.  

2.2 Lifelong Learning Systems   

Only few researchers so far investigated the feasibility of systems that are able to 
continuously learn personalised models of human situations and adapt the user 
interface.  Kapoor and Horvitz [18] proposed the notion of lifelong learning, where a 
user trains a machine learning system over a prolonged period based on selective 
supervision using the experience sampling method (ESM) [16]. However, their 
approach only was applied in strictly controlled settings, where the knowledge about 
the feature space was clear in the beginning, and each feature was handcrafted upfront 



by the system designer. Accordingly this approach only partially adapted to new 
situations. With Subtle, Fogarty et al. [11] developed the concept of a toolkit to 
generate automatic sensor-based statistical models of human situations. The toolkit 
provided an extensible sensor library, although with a limited number of readily 
available sensors. It provided support for continuous learning, but only in form of an 
iterative batch mode, that did not combine the strength of online learning algorithms 
with selective supervision for choosing best instances to label. Further, it was based 
on automated feature construction and selection, but did not make use of online 
feature selection mechanisms, to cope with high dimensional data with a presumably 
sparse number of features with high predictive power.  

While both approaches demonstrated the general feasibility of life-long learning 
adaptive systems, those ideas have not been further pursued. Though, for a human-
centred assessment of these approaches, studies with real-users in real life situations 
are needed, measuring the users attitude towards such systems. The LILOLE-
Framework informs the design of life-long learning systems and promotes 
implementations, which are robust to deployments in different environments and 
situations, and thus can be the foundation of further human-centred evaluations.  

2.3 Data Stream Mining and Active Learning   

In the following, the two machine learning approaches that build the foundation of 
our lifelong learning approach are introduced: data stream mining, and active 
learning.  

The research field of data stream mining is concerned with methods, algorithms, 
and tools for extracting knowledge from rapid and continuous streams of data. As the 
development of information and communication technologies make more and more 
data available (e.g., from sensor networks, network traffic, or human activity data), 
learning from data streams is an emerging field in the area of machine learning. The 
aim of the research is to develop new algorithms and approaches that can cope with 
the special characteristics and requirements of stream-based learning, discussed in the 
Data Stream Model by Babcock et al. [4] as well as in the work of Bifet [6], Aggarwal 
[1]), and Gama [12]. So, for example, the data needs to be processed in one-pass and 
only in small chunks as the amount of data is extremely large, arrives continuously 
and is potentially infinite [1, 4, 6, 12]. Further, the speed at which data arrives makes 
processing the data in real-time a prerequisite [4, 6, 12]. Also, a temporal order of the 
arriving data is not guaranteed [4, 6]. New algorithms furthermore need to be able to 
deal with temporal locality [2] (i.e., concept drift [31]), as the concepts underlying the 
data can change over time and thus make past data irrelevant of even contradictory. 
Finally, the algorithms need to be able to adapt the changing data structures and 
evolving feature space when old data sources are removed, new ones are added, 
previous potential features loose their discriminative power, and new features are 
becoming continually available [1, 4, 6, 12].  

Active learning [27] is a recent approach to machine learning. As gathering 
labelled data mostly is expensive (i.e., causing user effort during the training phase), 
the idea of active learning is to allow the algorithm to choose the data from which it 
learns by requesting labels from an oracle (e.g., a human annotator) in form of a 



query. By using algorithms that only request labels for instances that are close to the 
decision boundary, the required number of labelled examples is significantly reduced. 
The main difference between various active learning approaches is the way the 
algorithms queries for labels. The literature [27] currently distinguishes between 
membership query synthesis, pool-based sampling, and stream-based selective 
sampling. While the first approach synthesises artificial examples based on the 
provided features and their range of values, the second evaluates the entire collection 
of unlabelled instances upfront to pick the most promising examples for the query. 
The last approach, stream-based selective sampling [3], sequentially evaluates the 
unlabelled instances. For each instance—based on a given querying strategy—the 
algorithms decides if a label provided by an oracle is likely to improve the overall 
model quality and accordingly presents a query to the oracle or not.  

In the next section we discuss, how the two approaches play together, to support 
the implementation of a lifelong learning system. 

3 A Concept for Lifelong Learning of Personalised User Models 

Context-aware systems adapt to the users’ preferences based on sensing the current 
context. Therefore they apply machine learning algorithms to the sensor data in form 
of previously learned models that were trained in a batch learning approach [12]. A 
sensor can be either a software or a hardware component used to capture data from 
the users’ environment in the digital or physical realm. The underlying idea of batch 
learning is, that a certain amount of labelled data is available upfront and can be used 
to train a predictive model (e.g., a gesture recogniser). This trained model then can be 
applied to new data—with the primary assumption that the training and the new data 
is independent and identically distributed—in order to make inference on this data. 
However, the assumption that labelled training data is available at a given time and 
representative for future data may not hold in any case. When learning personalised 
user models for building adaptive systems, four influencing factors cause a demand a 
new machine learning approach:  
• Firstly, preferences for context-aware adaptations are often highly personalised 

and accordingly labelled data is sparse. For example, privacy-based decisions 
like revealing the current location to others have been found to be personal 
decisions are influenced by various factors [9].  

• Secondly, the data can often only be labelled by the individual and only in the 
moment when it is experienced; assigning labels later based on a presentation of 
collected sensor data to the user is often not feasible. For example, the question 
how interruptible a person was at a given point in time can hardly be answered 
retrospectively [18].  

• Thirdly, the sensor data (like the labels) is highly personalised and grounded in 
the individual users’ daily contexts, hence resulting in an individual evolving 
feature space based on a continuous sensor data stream. For example, if several 
people share the preference for muting their work phone when at home, the 
sensor data that allows localising a person as at home, is individually different 
(e.g., BSSID of the home network) [10].  



• And finally, preferences and contexts can change over time. Accordingly 
mechanisms are needed, which allow forgetting previously learned concepts, or 
overwriting them with new concepts, and also allow learning new concepts in 
new contexts. For example, a changing class schedule after a term break could 
lead to new preferences for when a phone should be automatically muted.  

Implementations of systems should take these factors into account, to provide user-
centred adaptations in real-life contexts. In doing so, those systems should be clearly 
designed to reduce the overall effort for the user. That is, such systems should balance 
the training effort against the effort of manually adapting the system, and provide an 
optimised behaviour that greatly reduced the amount of work for the user. 

3.1 Stream-Based Active Learning   

Accordingly, to allow for lifelong learning of personalised user models, new machine 
learning approaches need to be utilised. We found that the characteristics of two 
machine learning approaches in their combination promise a solution, able to deal 
with the above constraints: active learning and data stream mining. As outlined 
before, active learning [27] departs from the premise that obtaining labelled data for 
supervised learning can sometimes be very expensive. Hence—instead of presenting a 
training set with labelled data to the algorithm upfront—the rational behind active 
learning is that an algorithm that is able to actively select the instances for which it 
requires labelling by an annotator performs equal or better with fewer labels needed. 
On the other side, data stream mining subsumes the ideas of learning from extremely 
large (potentially infinite) amounts of data that continuously arrive at great speed [13] 
with the possibility of variations in the learned concepts as well as in the underlying 
data structures. A combination of both, as theoretically explored by Zliobaite et al. 
[36], promises a solution to the requirements of learning personalised user models.  

 

Fig. 1. Illustration of the basic principle of stream-based active learning from sensor data 
streams for lifelong learning. 

We therefore developed a concept, which utilises a combination of these approaches 
to enable stream-based active learning from sensor data streams, for lifelong learning 
of personalised user models. Fig. 1 illustrates the underlying principle of our 
concept—forming the basis of LILOLE-Framework.  

In a ubiquitous environment, various sensors continuously monitor the users’ 
contexts and activities, capture data from them, and provide this data in form of a 
sensor data stream. The arriving sensor data is pre-processed and converted to a 



feature vector that is processable by a machine learning algorithm. Based on this 
feature vector and a predictive model the system evaluates whether it is certain 
enough to adapt the system state and does so accordingly, or if it is uncertain 
continues training the predictive model. In the second case the user is queried by the 
system and gives feedback in form of a label. This label is used to train a learner to 
improve and update the predictive model and to directly adapt the system state.  

3.2 An Application Scenario 

For a more illustrative depiction of the principle we use a simplified, stripped-down 
scenario of a context-aware system that adapts the Instant Messaging availability 
status on a laptop computer based on the input of two sensors running on the 
computer: A Wi-Fi-Sensor (WF) and an Application Focus-Sensor (AF). The Wi-Fi-
Sensor sends a list of all nearby access-points (SSIDs and BSSIDs) together with the 
respective signal strength (RSSI) every 30 seconds, allowing conclusions on a user’s 
whereabouts. The Application Focus-Sensor sends the name of the current application 
every time the user switches to a new application, allowing conclusions about the 
user’s activity. Whenever a new sensor event arrives in the sensor stream, the 
application transforms this data into a feature vector and evaluates the data with a 
decision tree (i.e., the predictive model). When the laptop user starts working with a 
new application at a familiar location, the model might not be confident enough to 
adapt the IM status automatically. Accordingly the user is asked about the preferred 
current availability status in a dialog. The status is adapted based on the user’s input, 
and an incremental training algorithm (e.g., Very Fast Decision Trees (VFDT)) is 
used to update the decision tree. The next time the user switches to this application at 
the same location, the status is automatically adapted. While this simplified 
illustration gives a basic idea of the framework, in order to be flexible and robust for 
various settings and applicable with current implementations of machine learning 
algorithms, a few extra steps have to be taken. In the following, we provide further 
details of the LILOLE-Framework, starting with an overview that extends on the 
before discussed basic principle. We provide further details on the peculiarities when 
learning from streaming data in ubiquitous environments and how to integrate real-
time feedback by end-users in form of active learning. Subsequently, we distil an 
algorithm for stream-based active learning from sensor events, which is the 
foundation of our framework. In the course of this paper we continuously refer to this 
scenario in form of examples for the different steps, algorithms and approaches.  

4 The LILOLE-Framework 

In the following overview of the LILOLE-Framework (depicted in Fig. 2) we extend 
on the previously simplified conceptual model of the principle of stream-based active 
learning from sensor data streams by providing more details on the necessary steps 
and by proposing adequate methods for each of those steps.  



 

Fig. 2. Overview of the LILOLE-Framework.  

We thereby concentrate on the transformation of the raw sensor data stream into a 
feature vector as well as the mechanisms of actively querying the user and training a 
predictive model. Finally, we derive an algorithm formalising the central steps.  

4.1 Learning from Streaming Sensor Data  

In order to learn from the sensor data stream, several steps need to be completed to 
preprocess the incoming stream of raw data into a feature vector that is processable by 
a machine learning algorithm. Each of these steps is now consecutively introduced:  

Resampling & Segmentation. An incoming sensor data stream consists of a series 
of repeated measures from multiple sensors that basically can be understood as a 
multivariate time series (MTS). A MTS represents a series of observations over a time 
T where each observation at a given point in time t for a specific variables i is 
denoted. As each sensor can potentially send information at any given point in time, a 
first step is concerned with resampling the incoming sensor events to discrete 
timestamps. In our scenario where the WF-sensor was interval-based (i.e., sending an 
update every 30 seconds) and the AF-sensor is event-driven (i.e., sending an update 
only when a change occurred), there is a high possibility that for each point in time 
only data for one sensor is available (cf. Table 1). In order to further process this data, 
it is necessary to either upsample the data (e.g., through interpolation of the missing 
values) or downsample the data (e.g., by calculating the average over a sliding 
window) to a discrete time point resulting in a MTS with a fixed sample rate. The 
right approaches and parameters for resampling should be chosen based on the 
application scenario and the data. The second step is to cut the MTS into discrete 
segments of finite length, as the data stream constantly grows, and the MTS cannot be 
processed in its whole. Again, different algorithms for segmenting time-series are 
available [19]. The application scenario and the expected data influence the selection 



of an appropriate algorithm. However, when apriori knowledge about the data is 
limited, a fixed-size sliding window for segmentation is often a valid first strategy.  

Table 1. Example of the sensor data stream from our scenario, showing that data from the 
interval-based WF-sensor and the event-driven AF-sensor can be available at different time 
points (x denotes an incoming sensor event at a given time tn). 

 t1 (0s) t2 (11s) t3 (30s) t4(60s) t7(83s) 
WF-sensor x - x x - 
AF-sensor - x -  - x 

 
Feature Extraction. After the data is resampled and segmented, it is ready to be 

processed by the feature engineering chain. Each incoming segment represents an 
example (i.e., instance) that is later presented to the predictive model to be classified 
and to eventually further train the system. Thereby, feature extraction is the first step 
[20]. The aim of the feature extraction process is to transform the raw sensor data into 
features that can be interpreted by the machine learning algorithms. This includes a 
transformation of the data into the data types the machine learning algorithms can 
process (i.e., numeric and nominal types [32]) and a reduction of the dimensionality 
to simple key-value pairs of attributes (i.e., features) with the aim to reduce the 
amount of irrelevant information. Coming back to our scenario, the WF-Sensor for 
each reading delivers a matrix listing the SSID, BSSID and RSSI of each nearby 
access-points (cf. Table 2).  

Table 2. Example of one sensor event of the WF-sensor listing nearby access-points. 

SSID BSSID RSSI 
UniXXXXXX 00:1F:45:97:E3:81 -54 dBm 
eduroam 00:1F:45:97:E3:80 -51 dBm 
eduroam 00:1F:45:97:E3:88 -62 dBm 
MyNet 00:4F:81:05:0B:8A -79 dBm 

 
Based on this simple raw data, already a plenitude of features can be composed, as 

for example the following: The number of nearby access points (WF_Sensor_No=4) 
could indicate how dense the area around the users location is populated while a low 
average RSSI (WF_Sensor_Avg_RSSI=61,5) could indicate an outdoor usage. The 
absence, presence, or signal strength of an access point allows to infer the users 
whereabouts on different granularity levels. Different extractable features could tell 
that the user is on the University campus (WF_Sensor_SSID_ eduroam_Bool=true), 
near a specific lecture room (WF_Sensor_BSSID_001F4597E388_RSSI=62) or not at 
home (WF_Sensor_SSID_ HomeNet_Bool=false) when the history of sensor values 
is taken into account for feature extraction. The possible combinations are endless, 
while clearly not every combination does make sense (e.g., WF_Sensor_BSSID_ 
001F4597E388_RSSI =”eduroam”) and later can dilute the classification 
performance. While normally human domain experts guide the feature extraction 
process, in the case of our framework for lifelong learning, automatic strategies need 
to be found, as potentially new features are constantly arriving with each new sensor 
reading. Optimally, different strategies for feature extraction need to be combined 
here, that allow generating a rich representation of the sensor data. As exemplified 
above, this can happen through simple functions that calculate mean values from the 



sensor values, count the number of occurrences, etc. But also more sophisticated 
approaches such as Principal Component Analysis are conceivable as 
FeatureExtractionStrategies. If, in the end, not all extracted features meaningfully 
contribute to the classification result, simple filters or more powerful mechanisms for 
feature selection can remove those later.  

Feature Construction. The next feature engineering step is concerned with creating 
additional features by discovering missing information about the relationship of 
individual features [20]. While these dependencies of features also can be of 
multifarious nature and only mechanisms for the automatic feature construction [21] 
can be taken into account, one aspect that becomes prevalent when using data streams 
is taking the factor time into account. So, instead of only using features from the last 
sensor reading, one promising strategy is to build features that take into account a 
period of time. Coming back to our scenario, features for the last 2, 5, or 15 minutes 
could be computed to provide additional information. By calculating the fraction of 
time a given feature was true they could indicate that somebody just arrived at a 
location in the last 2 minutes (WF_Sensor_SSID_eduroam_Bool_2m =0.2) or is 
focused on one application for longer (AF_Sensor_MSWord_Bool_15m =0.95). 
Other options for FeatureConstructionStrategies are calculating frequencies for 
Boolean values or the mean, standard deviation, etc. for numeric values.  

Online Feature Selection. Feature Selection is the last step in the feature 
engineering [20] process. Hereby the aim is to reduce the dimensionality of the 
feature vector, as most classifier perform significantly better on data with a low 
number of features. The reduction of features is especially necessary, as our approach 
so far continuously increased the number of features through the strategies of feature 
extraction and feature construction. Normally, feature selection algorithms select the 
most predictive features and remove irrelevant and redundant features based on an 
evaluation process where all features are available upfront as well as labelled data as 
evaluation criteria. As both prerequisites are not given in our setting of stream-based 
active learning, special algorithms for online feature selection [29, 33, 34] need to be 
applied. Conclusively, the process of feature selection constantly can suggest 
different, improved combinations of features. As each new feature vector would 
require a new model to be trained, a FeatureSelectionStrategy also has to decide, 
when switching to a new feature vector—and hence to a new model—is beneficial for 
the overall performance. In the following, more details on how to deal with the 
resulting multiple models are provided. 

4.2 Active Learning of User Preferences  

Based on the previous steps, the framework is now able to provide the incoming 
sensor data as single instances with a fixed number of features to the predictive model 
for evaluation. Based on the update frequency of the sensors, and the chosen 
parameters for resampling and segmentation a new instance for evaluation is available 
in a fixed rhythm (e.g., every few seconds). Each time an instance arrives, an 
ActiveLearningStrategy decides whether it uses the instance for adaptation or whether 
it queries a label from the user. In order to provide an understanding of what a simple 
ActiveLearningStrategy looks like, we use the example of the Fixed Uncertainty 



Strategy [36]. The Fixed Uncertainty Strategy provides the instance to the classifier 
(i.e., predictive model) in order to obtain a prediction. The strategy then compares the 
confidence value or the posterior probability of the classifier to a fixed threshold 
defined e.g. by the developer.. If the classifier is confident enough about the 
classification, the strategy performs the adaptation based on the classification result, 
otherwise the user is queried for a label. Of course, more sophisticated active learning 
strategies are needed, to allow building user-centred systems, not overburdening the 
user with the training effort. One illustrative example is the introduction of a simple 
upper-limit on the number of queries a strategy is allowed to pose to the user in a 
given time frame. Other strategies are decision-theoretic approaches as proposed by 
Kapoor et al. [16] and also strategies that simply detect novel situations, by applying 
clustering algorithm on the incoming data, as presented later in our implementation.  

The presentation of the  query to the user and the feedback by the user (i.e., 
provisioning of the label) also allows for different approaches. In GUI based systems, 
an experience sampling based approach [10, 16] is feasible, as exemplified for our 
scenario in Fig. 2. Of course depending on the application context, multifarious query 
and feedback mechanisms are conceivable, e.g., a vibration pattern of a smart watch 
could query the current interruptibility, allowing the user to simply respond by 
performing a gesture.  

 

Fig. 2. Exemplary experience sampling dialog for our IM scenario. 

Depending on the provision of a label, the final step now is to update the model 
through training with the instance and corresponding label. As the training data 
arrives sequentially, only classification algorithms that allow for incremental learning 
can be applied in our framework. Examples for such algorithms are incremental 
decision trees like Hoeffding trees or Very Fast Decision Trees (VFDT), online 
variants of kernel learners like LASVM or more basic algorithms like an updateable 
Naïve Bayes classifier. 

In respect to our setting that requires learning from data streams under the 
assumption of concept drift and feature evolution, additional steps need to be taken in 
the model updating process. As noted in an earlier step, foremost the application of a 
FeatureSelectionStrategy requires flexibility in the model updating process, as most 
algorithms cannot deal with instances represented by a changing combination of 
features (i.e., feature evolution). Accordingly, each time the FeatureSelectionStrategy 
suggests a new set of features also a new model needs to be trained. As this would 
require starting the learning process from scratch, three mechanisms (cf. Fig. 2) allow 
a smooth transition and preservation of the previously learned concepts. First, the use 
of ensemble classifiers [22, 24, 28] allows combining several models into one. When 
a classification is requested, different ensemble strategies (e.g., bagging or boosting) 
provide a weighted classification result, computed from the individual models. 



Ensemble approaches have been demonstrated to work well for learning from concept 
drifting data streams [22, 24, 28]. Second, attribute bagging [8] (also feature subset 
ensembles or random subspace method [15]) are specialised ensemble methods for 
learning from instances with different feature vectors, that can be fitted to tackle the 
challenges of dealing with an evolving feature space. Third, the application of co-
training [7] in both cases allows to train new models separately, before they are added 
to an ensemble. Co-training simply uses the classification output of the current 
ensemble, to train new models, with new feature subsets, until a certain training 
criterion is met. This approach would allow training a new model for a specific 
period, before it is actively used for predictions in the ensemble.  

4.3 An Algorithm for Stream-Based Active Learning  

Algorithm 1: Stream-based Active Learning from Sensor Data Streams   
Input: strategy parameters, strategies 
Output: ot as output label for instance It 
for each st - incoming SensorEvent, do 

resample st to discrete timestamps t’ and add to resampled data stream 
segment resampled data stream into segments St’=[ st’, st’-1, st’-2,… st’-w] 
for each FeatureConstructionStrategy(…) do 

for each FeatureExtractionStrategy(…) do 
constructFeatures(extractFeatures(St’)) 

end for 
end for 
build It’ – instance from Features 
if FeatureSelectionStrategy (It’,…) = true then 

start a new classifier Cn  with selected features 
end if   
for each It’ - incoming instance, do 

if ActiveLearningStrategy(It’,…) = true then 
query the true label at’ of instance It’ from the user 
train ensemble E with (It’; at’) 
return true label at’ as output ot’ 

else 
classify It’ with ensemble E and obtain the predicted label pt’ 
return classification result pt’ as output ot’ 

end if  
if Cn exists then 

co-train classifier Cn with ot’  
if Cn is trained then 

add classifier Cn to Ensemble E  
end if  

end if 
adapt the system based on ot’ 

end for 
end for 

 
In the previous sections we described in detail our concept of the LILOLE-

Framework, and provided examples for the implementation including promising 



strategies and available algorithms. In order to provide a more formalised 
documentation of our approach, we propose the following algorithm for the stream-
based active learning from sensor data streams to enable lifelong learning systems. In 
the next chapter we provide insights in an implementation and provide results of a 
simulation with real user data.  

5 Implementation and Evaluation of the Framework 

In order to put our approach into practise, we build a first reference implementation of 
our framework, and evaluated the feasibility of the approach in a simulation with real 
user data. The main aim was to test the end-to-end feasibility of our approach of 
stream-based active learning. As a basis for our implementation we used Sens-ation 
[14], an event-based platform for ubiquitous computing, that allows integrating 
sensors, inference engines (i.e., parameterisable inferencing mechanisms) and 
actuators. A visual editor for Sens-ation [26] allows us to easily connect sensors, 
inference engines and actuators in order to layout the event flow (cf. Fig. 3.1). We 
implemented a variety of the proposed strategies in form of parameterisable inference 
engines (IE) for Sens-ation, which could be configured in the editor (cf. Fig. 3.2). 
However, for some of the strategies we only provide naïve implementations, as the 
main focus at this state was on the general feasibility of the framework. For all 
machine learning algorithms, we used the WEKA toolkit [32].  

For Resampling and Segmentation we implemented two separate IEs, each 
configurable to use one of various strategies. For resampling, we implemented one 
simple strategy called LastValueStrategy: each time a new sensor event 
arrives, the value is stored. Depending on a chosen push method, the stored last values 
for all sensors are either passed on to the next inference engine, each time a new senor 
event is incoming, or in a configurable time interval. For segmentation, we 
implemented a simple FixedWindowStrategy, with a configurable window size. 
While the IE for feature construction implements several of the mechanisms proposed 
above, the IE for feature extractions only extracts two simple features, which is the 
day of the week and the hour of the day. Finally, for the online feature selection 
(OFS), we implemented a naïve random strategy, that randomly selected a percentage 
of the features for the feature vector. While we were aware that this decision degrades 
the machine learning performance, the lack of implementations for OFS algorithms at 
this time in standard machine learning toolkits and the focus of the end-to-end 
feasibility did not allow for a different solution.  

For the active learning IE we implemented two ActiveLearningStrategies:  a 
FixedUncertaintyStrategy with a configurable minimum and maximum 
threshold for the confidence value; a strategy based on the COWEB clustering 
algorithm that queries for labels, when changes in the underlying data are detected 
(ClusterStrategy). The IE for the model and the learner (i.e., classifier 
algorithm) provides the most flexibility by accepting WEKA command-line strings, 
for setting and configuring a classifier. Of course, the IE accepted only incremental 
classifiers, that is, all WEKA classifiers that implement the Interface 
UpdateableClassifier. Furthermore, the use of advanced strategies for model 



updating like ensemble classifiers and attribute bagging were not applicable, as we 
had no sophisticated mechanism for feature selection. Finally, the adaptation 
mechanisms as well as the label query were implemented as Sens-ation actuators. For 
the adaptation we implemented two demonstrators: One was able to control the 
system volume of a PC, the other was able to adapt the Instant Messaging status. For 
the querying mechanisms, we implemented a simple, XML-configurable ESM-like 
dialog (cf. Fig. 2). The feedback of the user was passed back to the Sens-ation in form 
of a sensor event.  

 

Fig. 3. Overview of our setup for the simulation, including the event flow in the visual editor 
(1) between sensors (white boxes with scale symbol at the left), inference engines (beige boxes 
with gear symbol in the centre) and actuators (lime boxes with light bulb symbol at the right); 
two inspector windows, each showing the parameters for an inference engine (2); and the 
sensor data player (3). 

For the evaluation we relied on a dataset from previous work that assessed the 
predictability of availability for IM [10]. In average an accuracy of 81.35% was 
reached in this work for this dataset. It needs to be noted that these are the results of 
an offline, explorative machine learning approach, where step-by-step the best 
features, algorithms, and parameters where chosen by a human expert based on 
computational expensive grid search. Accordingly, this accuracy was not considered 
not as a benchmark but only as a guiding value for our current implementation, 
relying on naïve implementations and with near real-time constraints.  



The data provided a variety of characteristics that deemed it an ordeal for our 
approach. The dataset, collected by four individuals consisted of several month of 
sensor data recorded on their laptop computers, together with two estimates of their 
own availability for IM every hour. 30 different sensors collected data such as nearby 
Bluetooth and Wi-Fi devices, running applications, connected USB devices, the 
presence of people, etc., with sampling rates between 30 and 150 seconds and in form 
of sensor events of varying dimensionality (i.e., sensors that only provide a single 
value per reading up to sensors that provide a multi-dimensional matrix of values). 
For the performance evaluation, we implemented a playback application (cf. Fig. 3.3), 
which read the data from the provided XML-dataset files and send it to Sens-ation—
practically simulating events from live sensors. For the evaluation, the temporal 
information in the datasets was omitted, and the data was played back as fast as it 
could be read from the files. In Sens-ation, all incoming sensor data was pre-
processed. However, of course only that data could be evaluated where a label was 
available as evaluation criteria. For the evaluation, a specially programmed actuator 
allowed to write out the data received from the evaluation inference engine.  

 

Fig. 4. Results of the NaïveBayesUpdateable classifier over time for one dataset. Each red and 
green cross marks the availability of a label in the data set, that was either predicted right (=1.0) 
or wrong (=0) by the classifier, whereby each vertical pink line shows a query for a label 
triggered by the ActiveLearningStrategy. The blue line shows the overall accuracy of the 
classifier over time. (Further: red line = confidence for real class; pink line = confidence for 
predicted class; green line = normalised absolute difference between real and predicted class). 

As many existing metrics for measuring the performance of machine learning (e.g., 
accuracy, precision or recall) are of limited expressiveness for our setting of lifelong 
learning, we illustrate our results based on a trend chart over time. Fig. 4 exemplary 
shows the results for the dataset of one user over a period of roughly four months 
(Oct. to Feb). The algorithm used for classification was an incremental Naïve Bayes 
implementation. A FixedUncertaintyStrategy was applied as the 
ActiveLearningStrategy with a minimum threshold of 0.6 for the confidence value—
that is, if the confidence for a prediction falls below the 60% mark, a label is 
requested. The chart shows the accuracy of the classifier (blue line), quickly goes up 
and then dithers around 70% until in the last third—the weeks around New Year— it 



suddenly breaks down to 20% until it goes up again. This effect is likely caused 
through the occurrence of a concept or feature drift. In this specific case, probably due 
to a holiday break of the user that provided the data, which led to different 
circumstances, a different environment or different availability preferences for this 
period. Also clearly visible is how the number of queries for labels (vertical pink 
lines) triggered by the ActiveLearningStrategy goes down after an initial intense 
learning phase. And likewise, how the concept or feature drift around New Year, 
leads to a more intense training phase at the end of January. While the overall 
accuracy of the classifier does not reach a performance as demonstrated in [10]—
where an average accuracy of 81.35% could be achieved in an offline evaluation with 
manually crafted feature sets and hand-picked algorithms—it is also true that our 
implementation does yet not fully exploit the full power of our proposed concept. As 
in most parts we relied on naïve implementations for the strategies, our main aims 
was to demonstrate the general feasibility of a lifelong learning system, based on our 
proposed conceptual framework. The integration of a real feature selection 
mechanism and the application of more advanced learners like kernel learners or tree 
ensembles are likely to boost the performance, leading to less queries and a higher 
accuracy—closer to that of the manual process in [10]. 

5 Conclusions and Future Work 

We presented the LILOLE-Framework, a conceptual framework for lifelong learning 
from sensor data streams for predictive user modelling. The conceptual framework 
combines the strength of data stream mining and active learning, and thus allows 
building complex adaptive systems that learn from individual user over a prolonged 
period of time. We provided detailed insights in the necessary components and 
building blocks, as well as the underlying processes and data flow, which can guide 
the engineering process and architectures of similar systems. An end-to-end 
implementation, partially based on simple and naïve algorithm implementations, 
already proves that our system is able to learn form an evolving data stream and to 
adapt to concept drifts. In future work we will extend the number of implemented 
algorithm, and add more sophisticated mechanisms to the implementation, as already 
described in the concept.  

Mainly, our implementation will ultimately allow us to assess more human-centred 
aspects of the approach of life-long learning. While previous work assessed the 
improvement of personal user models through life-long learning only theoretical 
through offline accuracy and performance measures, our implementation now allows 
to get real user feedback on the adaptation in field tests in real settings. This includes 
aspects like the adaptation quality or the satisfaction with the training effort, and 
allows researching and revealing further human-centred aspects.  
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